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Abstract. One of the important Cyrillic medieval manuscripts from Kievan Rus is 
the Apostolus Christinopolitanus – a 12th-century codex which is now separated into 
two parts that are preserved (though some fragments have been lost) in Kyiv (Insti-
tute of Manuscript of v.I. vernadskyi National Library of Ukraine, since 1927) and 
Lviv (history Museum of Lviv, since 1948). This article discusses four parchment 
folia from Kraków (The Princes Czartoryski Library, Poland) discovered in July 2020. 
Paleographical, orthographical, linguistic and textological features indicate that this 
section is the previously lost part of the Apostolus Christinopolitanus (excerpts from 
Act 13,5–20, 15,29–16,4, 1Tim 4,8–5,4 and 2Tim 1,10–2,4). The Kraków folia are the 
continuation of the Kyiv part and the beginning and final part of the Lviv part of the 
codex. The Kraków part was detached before 1888, when the manuscript was shown 
to the public at the Lviv Stauropegion Institute Exhibition and described and foliated 

 1 This research was conducted with support from the „Gaude Polonia 2020” 
Scholarship of the Ministry of Culture and National heritage of Poland. I am very 
grateful to Princes Czartoryski Library (then PCL) director Dr. Paweł Wierzbicki and 
History Museum of Lviv (then HML) chief of staff, Dr. Roman Chmelyk, who sup-
ported this research (Kraków and Lviv parts, respectively). I would also like to express 
my gratitude to the National Museum in Kraków (then NMK) administration and 
personally to Agata Ralska (Reproductions and sale of exhibits) for producing and 
sharing with me a digital copy of the Kraków fragments (property of Photographic 
Archive NMK) and for permission to publish it in this article. My special thanks go 
to Dr. Danylo Kravets, Dmytro Lukin and Mariia Shcherbak for their advice and the 
information they provided. I would like to express my special and never-fading grati-
tude to my great friend and a colleague, Dr. Oleksandr Okhrimenko, for his relentless 
support of my ideas, and for his reasonable criticism, not to mention his enormous 
labour editing this text.

   Artykuł jest udostępniany na licencji Creative Commons – Uznanie autorstwa-Na tych samych wa-
runkach 4.0 Międzynarodowe, https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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for the catalogue by Antonij Petruševič. This article contains photocopies of all of the 
newly-discovered fragments.
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Introduction

Apostolus Christinopolitanus is a parchment manuscript written in Church 
Slavonic in the 12th cent. in the southern part of Kyiv Rus. The main text 
of the book is supported by parallel exegetical and patristic commentar-
ies, which belong to the authors of the 3rd–early 11th cent. This codex 
is the oldest among the discovered translations from Ancient Greek to 
Church Slavonic of Acts and Epistles of the Apostles. The text of Apostolus 
Christinopolitanus is the best preserved manuscript (in comparison with 
other extant codices) of its kind. A unique feature of it is the critical ap-
paratus used by Euthalius, which consists of forewords, chapter indices, 
lists of quotes from the Old and New Testaments, readings marks, and oth-
er supporting materials.

The name of the book derives from the name of the last place where it 
was held by clerical authorities, the Khrystynopil Basilian Fathers mon-
astery (now in the town of Chervonohrad, Lvivska Oblast, Ukraine). It 
is widely known, however, that this manuscript was held in the horo-
dyshche monastery in the vicinity of Khrystynopil in the 13th–14th cent2. 
The codex migrated several times during the 18th cent. It was brought 
in 1748 to the volsvyn monastery, which was close to horodyshche, 
because of a merger of these two monasteries3. The book was relocated 
again in 1764, when the volsvyn monastery was incorporated into an-
other one in Khrystynopil4. From 1764 to 1888 the manuscript remained 
in the Khrystynopil monastery5.

 2 О. Колесса, Південно-волинське Городище i городиські рукописні памятники 
XII–XVI в., Prague 1923, p. 16. [O. Kolessa, Pìvdenno-volinsʹke Gorodiŝe i gorodisʹkì 
rukopisnì pamâtniki XII–XvI v., Prague 1923, p. 16].

 3 Ю. Стецик, Візитаційний опис Волсвинського василіянського монастиря Воздви-
ження Чесного Хреста (1764 р.), „Актуальні питання гуманітарних наук” 2013, no. 5, 
p. 67, [online] http://www.aphn-journal.in.ua/archive/5_2013/7.pdf [cit. 3.06.2021]. 
[Û. Stecik, Vìzitacìjnij opis Volsvinsʹkogo vasilìânsʹkogo monastirâ Vozdvižennâ 
Česnogo Hresta (1764 r.), Aktualʹnì pitannâ gumanìtarnih nauk 2013, no. 5, p. 67].

 4 Ibidem, pp. 68, 72.
 5 М. Коссакъ, Шематизмъ Провинціи св. Спасителя Чина св. Василія Великого 

въ Галиціи и короткій поглядъ на монастыри и на монашество руске, Lviv 1867, 
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Antonij Petruševič, an honorary doctor of St. Volodymyr Imperial 
University of Kyiv, informed the academic community about Apostolus 
Christinopolitanus6 for the first time. The book from the Khrystynopil mon-
astery was shown at the Lviv Stauropegion Institute Exposition in 18887. 
A. Petruševič compared the book with his own eight parchment folia, 
which he had bought from August Bielowski in 18748. he eventually 
proved that these two manuscripts were parts of a single book, Apostolus 
Christinopolitanus from the 12th century9.

Apostolus Christinopolitanus is preserved nowadays as two separate 
parts: one in Lviv, the other in Kyiv. The main part, a codex of 291 ff., 
is kept in the history Museum of Lviv (then hML), marked as MS 3910. 
Collection vIII „St. volodymyr University of Kyiv. Collection of manu-
scripts” of the Institute of Manuscript of v.I. vernadskyi National Li-
brary of Ukraine (then IM vNLU) contains the eight folia which once 

pp. 28–29. [M. Kossakʺ, Šematizmʺ Provincìi sv. Spasitelâ Čina sv. Vasilìâ Veliko-
go vʺ Galicìi i korotkìj poglâdʺ na monastyri i na monašestvo ruske, Lviv 1867, 
pp. 28–29].

 6 А.С. Петрушевичъ, Каталогъ церковно-словенскихъ рукописей и старо-
печатанныхъ книгъ кирилловского письма, находящихся на Археологическо-
библіографической выставцѣ въ Ставропигійскомъ заведеніи, Lviv 1888, pp. 4–5. 
[A.S. Petruševičʺ, Katalogʺ cerkovno-slovenskihʺ rukopiseĭ i staropečatannyhʺ knigʺ 
kirillovskogo pisʹma, nahodâŝihsâ na Arheologičesko-biblìografičeskoĭ vystavcě vʺ 
Stavropigìĭskomʺ zavedenìi, Lviv 1888, pp. 4–5]. 

 7 I. Szaraniewicz, Katalog archeologiczno-bibliograficznej wystawy Instytutu Stauropi-
giańskiego we Lwowie, Lwów 1888, p. 1.

 8 И.С. Свѣнцицкій, Опись Музея Ставропигіи ̆скаго Института во Львовѣ, Lviv 
1908, p. 13. [I.S. Svěncickìj, Opisʹ Muzeâ Stavropigìĭskago Instituta vo Lʹvově, Lviv 
1908, p. 13].

 9 A.S. Petruševičʺ, op. cit., p. 5; М.В. Геппенер, М.П. Візир, Й.В. Шубин-
ський, Слов’янські рукописи ХІ–ХІV ст. у фондах відділу рукописів Центральної 
наукової бібліотеки Академії наук Української РСР (Огляд, опис, публікації), 
Kyiv 1969, p. 23 [M.V. Geppener, M.P. Vìzir, J.V. Šubinsʹkij, Slov’ânsʹkì rukopisi 
ХІ–ХІV st. u fondah vìddìlu rukopisìv Centralʹnoì ̈ naukovoì ̈ bìblìoteki Akademìì ̈ 
nauk Ukraì ̈nsʹkoì ̈ RSR (Oglâd, opis, publìkacìì ̈), Kyiv 1969, p. 23]; С.И. Масловъ, 
Отрывокъ Христинопольскаго Апостола, принадлежащіи ̆ библиотекѣ Универси-
тета св. Владимира, „Извѣстія Отдѣленія русскаго языка и словесности Им-
ператорской Академіи наукъ” 1910, vol. 15(4), p. 232 [S. I. Maslovʺ, Otryvokʺ 
Hristinopolʹskago Apostola, prinadležaŝìĭ bibliotekě Universiteta sv. Vladimira, 
Izvěstìâ Otdělenìâ russkago âzyka i slovesnosti Imperatorskoj Akademìi naukʺ 
1910, vol. 15(4), p. 232].

10 Ukraine, Lviv, hML, collection (abbreviated to c.) Manuscripts, number of the 
unit (abbreviated to n. u.) 39, Христинопільський Апостол [Hristinopìlʹsʹkij Apos-
tol] (then ChA).
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belonged to A. Petruševič, marked as MS 3M11. The manuscript con-
sists of 299 ff. divided into two parts. Although the manuscript has 
been preserved in rather good condition, bearing in mind that it is 
more than eight centuries old, a considerable part has been lost with-
out a trace. As of 2001, the text of the manuscript lacked the follow-
ing fragments: Act 1,1–9,28, Act 13,5–20, Act 15,29–16,4, Act 18,14–28, 
Act 28,13–26; 1Pt 2,12–25; 1Cor 7,28–37, 1Cor 14,21–32; 2Th 2,3–15; 1Tim 
4,8–5,4, 1Tim 6,3–21; 2Tim 1,10–4,22; Tit and Phlm12. 

On July 2, 2020 I discovered four parchment folia in Poland at the 
Princes Czartoryski Library (then PCL), National Museum in Kraków 
(then NMK) (Fig. 1–8). They were stored in a folder with the number MS 
11601, and were among ten documents with various contents concerning 
the history of Poland and neighboring countries. These folia were writ-
ten in Cyrillic script (Ustav [Uncial]). They had been identified as a Bible 
fragment (Act 13–15) with commentaries in their margins. Library em-
ployees had dated these folia to the 16th century13. The 2004 and 2016 cat-
alogues of Cyrillic manuscripts in Poland do not contain any informa-
tion about these fragments14.

This paper argues that these fragments are lost parts of Apostolus 
Christinopolitanus. To prove this point, the paper makes use of three steps 
of attribution: codicological features of the codex, its paleographic, or-
thographic and linguistic features, and its textology. The first step of 

11 Ukraine, Kyiv, Institute of Manuscript of v.I. vernadskyi National Library 
of Ukraine, c. VIII (Київський університет св. Володимира. Колекція руко-
писів [Kiïvsʹkij unìversitet sv. Volodimira. Kolekcìâ rukopisìv]), n. u. 3M, Апос-
тол тлумачний („Христинопільський” або „Городиський”) [Apostol tlumačnij 
(„Hristinopìlʹsʹkij” abo „Gorodisʹkij”)] (then AT).

12 О. Ясіновська, Кристинопольський (Городиський) Апостол зі збірки Львівської 
Ставропігії, in „Апологет”. Матеріали III наукової конференції м. Львів, 26 травня 
2011 р. „Львівське Ставропігійське Успенське братство в духовній культурі Укра-
їни” (до 425-ліття надання Львівському Ставропігійському Успенському брат-
ству Патріаршої Ставропігії) 2011, pp. 117–118. [O. Âsìnovsʹka, [Kristinopolʹsʹkij 
(Gorodisʹkij) Apostol zì zbìrki Lʹvìvsʹkoï Stavropìgìï], in Apologet. Materìali III 
naukovoï konferencìï m. Lviv, 26 travnâ 2011 r. „Lʹvìvsʹke Stavropìgìjsʹke Uspensʹke 
bratstvo v duhovnìj kulʹturì Ukraïni” 2011, pp. 117–118].

13 J. Nowak, J. Pezda, Inwentarz rękopisów Biblioteki XX Czartoryskich w Krakowie, 
sygn. 11600–12141. Różne. Archiwum Orzeszków. Młochów, Kraków 2012 (on manu-
script rights), p. 6.

14 A. Naumow, A. Kaszlej, E. Naumow, J. Stradomski, Rękopisy cerkiewnosło-
wiańskie w Polsce. Katalog, Kraków 2004; K. Płonka Bałus, Inwentarz średniowiecznych 
i nowożytnych europejskich rękopisów iluminowanych Biblioteki Książat Czartoryskich, Kra-
ków 2016.
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attribution was to evaluate the initial number of sheets, size, material, 
condition, structure, and page layout in comparison with the identified 
parts of Apostolus Christinopolitanus. The second step aimed to analyze the 
script graphic features of the main text and commentaries, and the type 
of script used; to define the main features, peculiarities and parameters 
of the folia script, and to discover orthographic and linguistic features of 
the script of two scribes. The textological part of the attribution included 
the identification of the recently discovered fragments, a comparison of 
Kraków incipits and explicits with the Kyiv and Lviv parts of the codex, 
evaluation of the layout of the main text and commentaries, and recon-
struction of the exact position of the folia among already-known parts 
of the codex. As a result, the paper suggests a possible date when and 
the circumstances in which the Kraków fragments were separated from 
the main codex.

Attribution of the fragments according to external criticism 
of the manuscript

The Kraków Cyrillic fragments consist of four parchment leaves, both 
sides of each being covered with text. At the moment of their discov-
ery in PCL, they had not been placed in proper order. In the middle of 
a bifolio of quire 6 another bifolio had been placed, from quire 43. The 
fragments also lacked foliation. These four folia were numbered for the 
first time on July 2, 2020 with pencil, with modern Arabic numerals be-
ing placed in the upper outer corners. Because they were held in a fold-
er with different documents, they were numbered according to their po-
sition in this folder. The fragments received the numbers ff. 4–715. The 
Kyiv and Lviv parts of Apostolus Christinopolitanus were numbered by 
A. Petruševič’s hand with modern Arabic numerals in dark brown ink 
in the upper outer corners of the sheets beginning the last quarter of 
the 19th and of the 20th cent.16 This means that the Kraków folia were 

15 J. Nowak, J. Pezda, op. cit., p. 6.
16 Л.А. Гнатенко, Слов’янська кирилична рукописна книга ХІІ–ХІІІ ст. з фондів 

Інституту рукопису Національної бібліотеки України імені В.І. Вернадсько-
го. Каталог. Кодиколого-палеографічне та графіко-орфографічне дослідження. 
Палеографічний альбом, Kyiv 2012, p. 49. [L.A. Gnatenko, Slov’ânsʹka kirilična ruko-
pisna kniga ХІІ–ХІІІ st. z fondìv Ìnstitutu rukopisu Nacìonalʹnoì̈ bìblìoteki Ukraì̈ni 
ìmenì V.Ì. Vernadsʹkogo. Katalog. Kodikologo-paleografìčne ta grafìko-orfografìčne 
doslìdžennâ. Paleografìčniĭ alʹbom, Kyiv 2012, p. 49].
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separated from Apostolus Christinopolitanus in the 19th cent. and were not 
known to A. Petruševič.

The format of the Kraków folia corresponds fully to the two parts 
of Apostolus Christinopolitanus. The Kraków folia are 295 mm long and 
240 mm wide. The size of the eight Kyiv sheets, which were separated 
from the main part in the 18th cent., is 292–294 × 237–240 mm17. The 
sheet size of the Lviv part is 285–292 × 235–237 mm. The slight differ-
ence in size between the Lviv part, on one hand, and the Kyiv part and 
Kraków folia. on the other, can be explained by a bookblock cutting 
in the late 19th or early 20th cent., and a restoration process carried out 
in 2007–2008.

The Kraków fragments are written on thin, well-manufactured, high-
quality parchment. The parchment surface is light yellow. These features 
are shared by the Kyiv and Lviv parts of Apostolus Christinopolitanus 
as well18. The manuscript discovered in PCL has text on the hair side – 
ff. 4r, 5v, 6r, 7v and flesh side of the parchment – ff. 4v, 5r, 6v, 7r. The Rule 
of Gregory looks as follows: h|f f|h h|f f|h, where h is for hair-side and 
f for flesh side. The same sequence of hair and flesh sides is maintained 
in the Kyiv part19 and the main part of the Apostolus in Lviv.

The main text and commentaries in both parts of the codex and 
the Kraków folia are written with identical light brown ink. The titles 
of chapters, the marks in the margins and initial capital letters of cer-
tain verses are written with cinnabar in a vivid red colour. The same 
principles are maintained for the text of the Kyiv and Lviv parts of Apos-
tolus Christinopolitanus.

An examination of the Kraków folia’s condition showed that it had 
been kept together with the two other parts of the codex. They share 
identical insect and mechanical damage, and losses of material substance. 
It is worth noting that parchment losses in the upper and lower right cor-
ners of the Kraków f. 4 (Fig. 1–2) correspond fully with the same losses 
on the last leaf of the Kyiv part20 (Fig. 9). This „Kyiv” f. 8, in my opinion, 
preceded the first Kraków folio. Kraków f. 5 also lacks the lower right 
corner, and ff. 6–7 have parchment losses in the lower outer margins 
(Fig. 3–8). Identical losses exist in the lower outer sides of Lviv ff. 7–10, 
for they were placed, I assume, between Kraków ff. 6v and 7r. The up-

17 L.A. Gnatenko, op. cit., p. 49; S.I. Maslovʺ, op. cit., p. 232.
18 M.V. Geppener, M.P. Vìzir, J.V. Šubinsʹkij, op. cit., p. 22; S.I. Maslovʺ, op. cit., 

p. 232; O. Âsìnovsʹka, op. cit., p. 119.
19 S.I. Maslovʺ, op. cit., p. 232.
20 L.A. Gnatenko, op. cit., pp. 119–120; S.I. Maslovʺ, op. cit., p. 232.
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per corner of Kraków f. 7 is deflected (Fig. 8). In the 18th–19th cent., his 
sheet, in my opinion, was the last one in Apostolus Christinopolitanus its 
deflection might be the result of the book lacking a binding for a long 
period of time. The parchment is especially curved on ff. 4 and 5, clos-
er to the outer side of the pages. The surface is generally contaminated, 
especially on f. 7v, which seems to indicate that the codex had no bind-
ing for a long period of time. F. 4r contains wax spots. The folia were 
impacted by humidity, which is evidenced by spots with clear borders 
that appeared due to the expansion of contamination over the upper sur-
faces of the sheets. These spots are in the same positions in both the 
Kyiv and Lviv parts of Apostolus Christinopolitanus as well (Fig. 9). The 
lower corners of the Kraków pages are contaminated with grease from 
human fingers. The f. 7v has some stains in spots, which could have 
been transferred to the sheet surface from metal elements of the bind-
ing. All folia have losses caused by insects, with the largest amount be-
ing on f. 7. The main text of the Kraków folia is well preserved in gen-
eral, although the writing is obliterated, with its ink partly faded away, 
in commentaries no. 11–12 on f. 6r, and no. 3–9 on f. 7v. Several letters 
are damaged on f. 7v. The cinnabar numbers on commentaries 28 and 29 
on f. 6v are also obliterated.

The Cyrillic fragments from PCL contain reclamantes of quires which 
are written with brown ink, with Cyrillic numerals with titlos and with-
out ornamentation. The lower inner corners of f. 4r and f. 5v contain rec-
lamant 6 (Fig. 1, 4). Reclamant 43 on f. 6r and f. 7v (Fig. 5, 8) are placed 
in a similar manner. This means that the Kraków manuscript is composed 
of the first and last sheets of quire 6, and the first and last sheets of quire 
43. In the Kyiv part of Apostolus Christinopolitanus (like the Kraków fo-
lia) reclamant 5, in the lower inner corners of f. 1r and f. 8v, is written with 
brown ink21 (Fig. 9). The same kind of reclamantes inscriptions exists 
in the Lviv part of the codex. An examination of the quires of the Lviv 
part showed that it lacks the first and the last sheets of quire 6, and that 
quire 43 lacks sheets 1, 4, 5, and 822. I have compared the graphic features 
of the quire numbers on the Kraków folia with the reclamantes from the 
Lviv part, which contain numbers 3, 6 and 4023. The attribution of the 
script graphic features of these reclamantes emonstrates that they were 
written by the same person, or, to put it another way, the hands of the 

21 S.I. Maslovʺ, op. cit., p. 232.
22 ChA, ff. 7–10.
23 ChA, ff. 63v, 80r, 86v, 135r, 142v, 158r, 164v, 213r, 220v, 237r, 244v, 268r, 275v, 

276r, 283v, 284r, 291v.
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Scheme 1.1
Reconstruction of quires in Apostolus Christinopolitanus
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Scheme 1.2
Reconstruction of quires in Apostolus Christinopolitanus
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Fig. 1. Kraków part, Act 13,5–12 (AK, f. 4r)
Source: PCL, n. u. 11601, f. 4r. Photo: Photographic Archive NMK.
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Fig. 2. Kraków part, Act 13,12–20 (AK, f. 4v)
Source: PCL, n. u. 11601, f. 4v. Photo: Photographic Archive NMK.
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Fig. 3. Kraków part, Act 15,29–37 (AK, f. 5r)
Source: PCL, n. u. 11601, f. 5r. Photo: Photographic Archive NMK.
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Fig. 4. Kraków part, Act 15,37–16,4 (AK, f. 5v)
Source: PCL, n. u. 11601, f. 5v. Photo: Photographic Archive NMK.
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Fig. 5. Kraków part, 1Tim 4,8–14 (AK, f. 6r)
Source: PCL, n. u. 11601, f. 6r. Photo: Photographic Archive NMK.
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Fig. 6. Kraków part, 1Tim 4,14–5,4 (AK, f. 6v)
Source: PCL, n. u. 11601, f. 6v. Photo: Photographic Archive NMK.
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Fig. 7. Kraków part, 2Tim 1,10–15 (AK, f. 7r)
Source: PCL, n. u. 11601, f. 7r. Photo: Photographic Archive NMK.
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Fig. 8. Kraków part, 2Tim 1,16–2,4 (AK, f. 7v)
Source: PCL, n. u. 11601, f. 7v. Photo: Photographic Archive NMK.
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Fig. 9. Kyiv part, Act 12,23–13,5 (AT, f. 8v)
Source: L.A. Gnatenko, Slov’ânsʹka kirilična rukopisna kniga ХІІ–ХІІІ st. z fondìv Ìnstitutu 
rukopisu Nacìonalʹnoì̈ bìblìoteki Ukraì̈ni ìmenì v.Ì. vernadsʹkogo. Katalog. Kodikologo-

paleografìčne ta grafìko-orfografìčne doslìdžennâ. Paleografìčniĭ alʹbom, Kyiv 2012, p. 130.
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Fig. 10. Ruling system for the Kyiv part of Apostolus Christinopolitanus
Source: S.I. Maslovʺ, Obzorʺ rukopiseĭ biblìoteki Imperatorskago Universiteta Sv. 

vladimìra, Kyiv 1910, p. 233.
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Fig. 11. Lviv part, Phil 4,10–15 (ChA, f. 231r) 
Source: O. Âsìnovsʹka O., Vìzantìjsʹka spadŝina u slov’ânsʹkih rukopisah (na prikladì 
katen u Kristinopolʹsʹkomu apostolì XII st.), Starodavnê Pričornomor’â 2016, no. 11, 

p. 589.
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quire numbers in the Lviv part and the Kraków folia are identical. I have 
depicted a precise reconstruction of the Christinopolitanus quires, with 
data from Kraków folia included in Scheme 1.

An examination of the quires from different parts of Apostolus 
Christinopolitanus showed that, including the Kraków folia, the manu-
script is composed of 39 incomplete quires consisting of 8 sheets each 
(Scheme 1). It is clearly visible from the scheme that the initial four quires 
of the codex, which were intended to be placed before the Kyiv part, have 
been lost. The final part of the codex, that is, after quire 43, lacks anoth-
er two quires. Apart from that, quires 7, 10, 13, 16, 24, 26 and 38 lack one 
sheet each, and quire 43 lacks two sheets. Quire 43 is mistakenly bound 
in after quire 6.

An examination of the ruling system of the Kraków folia revealed that 
it is identical to the Kyiv and Lviv parts of the manuscript. The hollows24 
and etching reliefs25 of the vertical and horizontal guidelines of the page 
ruling are well preserved. It is worth mentioning that the Kraków folia’s 
outer margins have well-preserved pricked holes that were likewise not 
cut off in the Kyiv and Lviv parts. From these holes, at a distance of 40 mm 
away from the outer vertical guideline, the horizontal guidelines for the 
main text were ruled26. The pages of the Kyiv and Lviv parts of Apostolus 
Christinopolitanus have the same ruling principles. An examination of the 
ruling in the Kraków folia showed that guidelining in the main text frame 
wasn’t the same for every page. I have divided it into two groups.

The first group corresponds with type 24D1 according to Julien Leroy’s 
handbook27. It is characterized by big frames for the main text, which 
are 213×110 mm in size. This part of the page consists of 22 text lines 
in a single column (Fig. 10). The first line is written under the upper line 
of a text frame28 (Fig. 1–4). The upper margin is 28 mm wide, the lower – 
54 mm, the inner – 50 mm and the outer is 70,5 mm wide. For ff. 4r–5v, 
the mise en page formula developed by Léon Gilissen29 looks as follows: 
1 col. 23 L/50.5.110.5.70,5 (120) × 28.10.193.10.54. UR 8,772. The same 

24 Poland, Kraków, PCL, n. u. 11601, Apostoł Krystynopolski (then AK), ff. 4r, 5v, 
6r, 7v.

25 AK, ff. 4v, 5r, 6v, 7r.
26 AK, ff. 4r–4v, 6r–7v.
27 J. Leroy, Les types de reglure des manuscrits grecs, Paris 1976, p. 10.
28 AK, ff. 4r–5v.
29 L. Gilissen, Un élément codicologique trop peu exploité: la réglure, „Scriptorium” 

1969, t. 23(1), pp. 152–153, [online] https://www.persee.fr/doc/scrip_00369772_1969_
num_23_1_3361 [cit. 2.06.2021].
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scheme corresponds to the whole Kyiv part of the codex30 (Fig. 9) and, 
partially, to the Lviv one31. 

The second type is characteristic for the last two Kraków sheets 6r–7v, 
and for the Lviv part of the codex, from the ff. 7r–10v to ff. 80r–291v 
(foreword to 3Jo till 2Tim.). This type of ruling is very similar to 46D1f 
according to J. Leroy’s classification32. It is characterized by somewhat 
lesser frames for the text of Epistles than is common for the first group. 
They are 180×97 mm in size. The text frame has 19 lines that also comprise 
a single column. The first line, much like the first group of ruling, is writ-
ten under the upper guideline33 (Fig. 5–8). Narrowing the text allowed 
more space to be provided for margins free of the main text. The up-
per margin for the second group reaches 22 mm wide, the lower – 50 mm, 
the inner is – 30 mm and the outer – 56 mm wide. The mise en page for-
mula for the Kraków fragments and the Lviv part34 (Fig. 11) is as follows: 
1 col. 20 L/30.20.8.96.7.22.56 (153) × 22.18.9.160.10.23.50. UR 8,526. 

The distance between lines from the upper line to the lower line in both 
groups is from 8 to 10 mm. Considering that the main text of the Kraków 
folia, and two parts of Apostolus Christinopolitanus were written outside 
the upper side of the frame, the actual text frame for the first group is 
215–240 × 110–126 mm with 23 lines35 (Fig. 1–4) and the text frame for the 
second group is 183 × 97–107 mm with 20 lines36 (Fig. 5–8).

Paleographic, orthographic and linguistic attribution 
of the fragments

The main text of the Kraków folia is written with early 12th-century 
Uncial, which is identical to the handwriting of the Kyiv and Lviv parts 

30 Л.А. Гнатенко, Уривки з кириличних кодексів ХІІ–ХІІІ ст. з книгосховищ 
України, Росії, Болгарії у фондах Інституту рукопису НБУВ. Iсторія виявлен-
ня та атрибуція, „Рукописна та книжкова спадщина України” 2012, no. 15, 
p. 128, [online] http://irbis-nbuv.gov.ua/everlib/item/er-0000000675 [cit. 11.03.2021]. 
[L.A. Gnatenko, Urivki z kiriličnih kodeksìv ХІІ–ХІІІ st. z knigoshoviŝ Ukraì̈ni, Rosìì̈, 
Bolgarìì̈ u fondah Ìnstitutu rukopisu NBUv. Ìstorìâ viâvlennâ ta atribucìâ, Rukopisna 
ta knižkova spadŝina Ukraì̈ni 2012, no. 15, p. 128].

31 ChA, ff. 1r–6v, 11r–79v.
32 J. Leroy, op. cit., p. 19.
33 AK, ff. 6r–7v.
34 AK, ff. 6r–7v; ChA, ff. 7r–10v, 80r–291v.
35 AK, ff. 4r–5v.
36 AK, ff. 6r–7v.
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of Apostolus Christinopolitanus. The text of the discovered folia is writ-
ten with straight calligraphic script. The letters are crisp, middle-sized, 
and written in a line. The text is actually written without word spacing, 
except for spaces when dots between word groups are used.

The text was written by two persons: the main text and three commen-
taries belong to one person’s hand, and the more extensive commentaries, 
which fill almost the whole space of the margins on ff. 6r–7v – to another. 
Bearing in mind these circumstances, I have separately examined the pa-
leographic and orthographic parameters for each of them, with linguistic 
features being examined in a special subparagraph.

The main text scribe

The line spacing, from the upper edge of the letter of one line to the 
lower edge of the letters of another line is 13,5–14 mm for the Kraków 
folia. The width of narrow letters (е, с, о, i) fluctuates between 1,5 and 
2 mm, and the width of wide letters (ж, ѧ, ш, ѿ, ф, є) – from 4 to 7 mm. 
The x-height of lowercase letters is 4 mm. The height of ascenders is 
0,5–3 mm, and that of descenders fluctuates between 1 and 7 mm. These 
parameters of the main text script correspond to the Kyiv and Lviv parts 
of the manuscript.

The writing is two-yer (ъ, ь) yus (ѧ). The shape of letters is crisp, 
firmly proportional, it mostly has no inclination between line and quill 
with soft pressure. The letter я has its crossbar closer to the upper edge 
and in the centre, while in letters ѧ and ю the crossbar is in the centre. 
The letter в has a much lesser upper part than the lower one. The let-
ter ѥ has a narrow right side, with a crossbar strictly centered, so it 
touches the central arm. The letter ж is symmetrical, with a reduced 
upper part, and the centre of its crotch is higher than the centre of its 
vertical axis. The letter з has an enlarged head with the descender being 
bent to the left and downwards. The letters н and и are clearly distinct 
from each other, the crossbar in н is lowered to the centre (or slightly 
lower) of the right stem (similar to latin N), and in и it is horizontal, 
slightly higher than stem centre. The crossbars of и and я have dots 
in their centres. The letter i is mostly used at the end of the line: прi/
доша (f. 4v), антиoхi/ю (f. 4v), родi/телѥмъ (f. 6v), in the form хс ҃ѣ іс ҃ѣ 
(f. 7v), and also in the middle of the line – елліна (f. 5v) and прѣданіѥ 
(f. 7r). The ї letter is used three times in commentaries: прїясте (f. 5v), 
прїидеть (f. 5v), даиїнѣхъ (f. 6v). The right side of к is written with 
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a small gap from the left vertical line. The letter м has a curved middle 
vertex, which goes downwards, lower than stem feet, and the baseline 
with its vertical stem bars is slightly inclined towards each other, and 
the curved line is connected with them in the upper part with short 
strokes at heads, which is inclined to the right and left toward the let-
ter centre. The letter т has symmetrical upper arms that sometimes as-
cend out of the x-height, mostly at the end of the line (ff. 4r, 6r, 6v). The 
vertical bar of ф has a dot in the middle. The legs of the letter х de-
scended below the baseline, and the narrow diagonal line which goes 
from the right to the left is longer than the thick one. The letter ѡ has 
an ascended middle part, which is slightly lower than its sides. The de-
scenders of щ and ц go downwards below the baseline. The letters р, ц, 
з have thin descenders. The letter ч is symmetrical, with a deep round 
bowl. The symbol ы is written consequently, consisting of two parts – 
ъ and i, without connection. The letter ъ is fit to the x-height. The letter ѣ 
has its main vertical bar only slightly ascended above the x-height line, 
with its crossbar placed on the upper edge of the lowercase height. The 
letter ю has its crossbar in the middle or slightly above the centre of the 
letter. The letter ѳ is written within the x-height, and its vertical line is 
closer to the upper edge.

The letter а is used at the beginning of words, after hard consonants 
and sibilant fricatives: асии (f. 7r), неподобаѥть (f. 5v), мѹжа (f. 4v), 
after soft consonants ѧ is usually written: съказаѥтьсѧ (f. 4r), ипорѧдѹ 
(f. 4v), вѣдѧхѹбо (f. 5v). The iotated а is represented at the beginning 
of words and after vowels as я: языкъ (f. 4v), oсѧзая (f. 4r). The iota-
tion of the е sound at the beginning of words and syllables, and af-
ter vowels, is transcripted by ѥ: иѥлико (f. 7v), иодоблѥстиѥю (f. 4v), 
бл҃говѣрьствiѥмь (f. 6v). The letter ѥ is used after the liquid consonants 
л and н: павлѥ (f. 4v), приѥмлѥмъ (f. 6r), родiтелѥмъ (f. 6v); ѿнѥю 
(ff. 4v, 5v), нѥго (f. 4v), нанѥже (ff. 5v, 7r). The round wide є is not so 
frequently used: єваггелиѥмь (f. 7r), єфесѣ (f. 7v). The narrow е is used 
mostly after consonants: сергиoмь (f. 4r), въземли (f. 4v), имате (f. 5r), 
more rarely at the beginning of words – елима (f. 4r), еллинъ (f. 5v). The 
letter и is placed at the beginning of words, before vowels and after conso-
nants: въиконии (f. 5v), достоино (f. 6r), воинъ (f. 7v), развратити (f. 4r), 
иѹтвьрдиста (f. 5r), житиисками (f. 7v). There were recorded two cases 
of using ѵ for the sound typical for в: еуей and еусей (f. 4v). The letters ѡ 
and wide o are written at the beginning of words, syllables and after vow-
els: иѡана (f. 4r), иѡанъ (f. 4v), oнаже (f. 4v), ханаoнстѣ (f. 4v), иoана 
(f. 5v). The narrow о is used after consonants: слово (f. 5r), ипоношениѥ 
(f. 6r), oнисифоровѹ (f. 7v). The digraph ѹ is written in every word 
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position – at the beginning, after vowels, after consonants, and at the end 
of words: ѹтѣшиста (f. 5r), саѹла (f. 4r), рѹкама (f. 6v), къвсѧкомѹ 
(f. 6r). Big yuses are absent from the text. The letter у goes after consonants: 
анѳупатъмь (f. 4r), егупьтьстѣи (f. 4v), вълустрѣ (f. 5v). According to the 
Old Slavonic combination жд only the letter ж is used: прохожашеже 
(f. 5v), ѹтвьржая (f. 5v), трѹжаѥмъсѧ (f. 6r). The iotated у is transcript-
ed by ю: июдаже (f. 5r), къстарую (f. 6v). The sound ф is transcripted 
with the letters ф and ѳ in foreign words: допафа, ѿпафа (f. 4r, 4v), 
ѿпамфилия (f. 4v, 5v), ферезей (f. 4v), фугелъ (f. 7r), oнисифоровѹ 
(f. 7v), єфесѣ (f. 7v), анѳупатъ (f. 4r), тимоѳеи (f. 5v). The manuscript 
mostly has the words written with the letter ѿ: ѿлѹчивъсѧ (f. 4v), 
ѿпѹщена (f. 5r), ѿстѹпльшаго (f. 5v), ѿвратишасѧ (f. 7r) with the only 
exception of отъ: oтъвезъшежесѧ (f. 4v). There is the only example of ия 
in the word ѿпамфилия (f. 5v).

The use of reduced ъ, ь is especially significant for dating the dis-
covered Kraków fragments and identifying them with the writing of 
Apostolus Christinopolitanus. These letters were written according to Old 
Slavonic orthography, more often in more ancient manuscripts. The let-
ters ъ, ь are present to mark weak reduced sounds in word root syl-
lables, which is considerably dominating: любъвью (f. 6r), бовъньже 
(f. 7r), довъльни (f. 7v), павьлъ (f. 4r), oподобьнѣ (f. 7r), поповьства 
(f. 6v). They are adherently used at the end of lines – ивъзрѣвъ (f. 4r), 
павьлъ (f. 4v), прѣданъ (f. 5v), житьѥмь (f. 6r), бм ҃ь (f. 6v), прѣдажь 
(f. 7v). The combination ъл is also used in a strong position before a syl-
lable with a fully voiced vowel: вълхва (f. 4r), испълньсѧ (f. 4r). The 
presence of words with an archaic word spelling with ьр between conso-
nants is also worth mentioning: иѹтвьрдиста (f. 5r), съмьрть (f. 7r). The 
words have endings -омь, -емь: сергиoмь (f. 4r), житьѥмь (f. 6r), 
oсвоѥмь (f. 6r), єваггелиѥмь (f. 7r). The letters ъ, ь are traditionally 
used at the end of words as a mark for their ending in scriptio continua: 
въставъ (f. 4v), въкупръ (f. 5v), воинъ (f. 7v), дiяволь (f. 4r), съмиръмь 
(f. 5r), дх ҃ъмь (f. 7r). These mentioned orthographic features are inherent 
to the two parts of Apostolus Christinopolitanus that are kept nowadays 
in Kyiv and Lviv37.

I have also discovered a prominent graphic feature in the handwriting 
of the Kraków fragments that is connected with the marking of the conso-
nant н. This is a small hook in the upper part of the right vertical bar of н, 

37 L.A. Gnatenko, op. cit., p. 22; A. Kałužniacki, Actus Epistolaeque Apostolorum 
palaeoslovenice. Ad fidem codicis Christinopolitani saeculo XII scripti, vindobonae 1896, 
pp. xiv–xv; O. Kolessa, op. cit., pp. 12, 14, 20; S.I. Maslovʺ, op. cit., pp. 235–237.
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which is directed to the right. This actual softening, which resembles the 
ligature ҥ, is used in the Kraków folia five times: оиспълҥене (f. 4r), наҥь 
(f. 4r), кҥима (f. 4v), ѿҥихъже (f. 5r) and нѣшьҥии (f. 6r). The same type 
of softening of the letter н is found in the Kyiv part of Apostolus Christino-
politanus, namely in the following words: ҥемѹ38, въҥеиже39, съҥимь40, 
съҥими41, ѿҥихъ42, заҥеже43, заҥь44. It is also present in the Lviv part 
of the codex, in the words: въҥихъ45, въҥьже46, гҥ҃е47, ѹдавлѥнины48, 
възбранена49, вышҥѧго50, ижҥея51 etc. This practice was common in the 
11th cent., and throughout the first half of the 12th cent. According to 
V. Ščepkin these features were a reminiscence of ancient Bulgarian origi-
nals used to express the peculiarities of Old Bulgarian phonetics52.

The text of the Kraków fragments, as well as that of both the Kyiv and 
Lviv parts of Apostolus Christinopolitanus, has primary punctuation. For this 
purpose, a dot at the baseline is used, slightly higher or even in the mid-
dle of the x-height. It is used to mark a pause in reading: прошьдъшаже 
oстровъ допафа. oбрѣтоста нѣкого вълхва. лъжа пр(о)рка жидовина 
ѥмѹже бѣ имѧ варисѹсъ. ижебѣ съанѳупатъмь. сергиoмь ипавьлъмь 
мѹжьмь разѹмичьнъмь (f. 4r). All of the Kraków folia have examples 
of finishing some verses within a chapter with a dot and several commas: 
старица акы мт҃ри. ѹныя акы сестры. въвсѧкѹ чистотѹ (1Tim 6,2; 
Fig. 6)53. These features are also present in the Kyiv and Lviv parts of 
Apostolus Christinopolitanus54.

38 AT, ff. 1v, 2v, 8r.
39 AT, ff. 2v, 5v.
40 AT, f. 3r.
41 AT, f. 5v.
42 AT, f. 6v.
43 AT, f. 8r.
44 AT, f. 7r.
45 ChA, f. 4r.
46 ChA, f. 4v.
47 ChA, f. 4v.
48 ChA, f. 6r.
49 ChA, f. 11r.
50 ChA, f. 11v.
51 ChA, f. 12r.
52 В. Щепкин, Русская пелеография, Moscow 1967, pp. 113–114. [V. Ŝepkin, 

Russkaâ peleografiâ, Moscow 1967, pp. 113–114].
53 AK, f. 6v.
54 S.I. Maslovʺ, op. cit., p. 237.
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In the main text of the Kraków folia, simple and letter titlos are used. 
The first type of contraction is characterized by drawing the titlo as a small 
straight stroke with corners looking downwards above the consonant let-
ters in words: дх҃а ст҃а (f. 4r), б҃ъ (f. 4v), пр҃рка (f. 5r), црк҃ви (f. 5v), мл҃сть 
(f. 7v). The second type of contraction is provided by the letter-type titlos, 
„on-titlo” and „slovo-titlo” in the same positions as for the simple titlo, but 
in the shape of an arc that covers a letter: лъжа прр(о)ка (f. 4r), блг(о)дти 
(f. 7v), иер(c)лмь (f. 4v), бы(c)же, бы(c) (ff. 5v, 6r), ч(с)тотою (f. 6r).

Two types of upper diacritics are used in the text of the fragment: 
circumflex and oxeia. The latter is used only twice: oисплъҥене (f. 4r), 
тимоѳеи (f. 5v), while circumflex is written multiple times:

1)  above vowel letters: иѡанъ (f. 4v), иѹдавлѥнины (f. 5r), сънима 
(f. 5v);

2)  above two or three consonants placed consequently: вълхва (f. 4r), 
земли (f. 4v), єваггелиѥмь (f. 7r);

3) for softening: ѿстѹпльшаго (f. 5v), еллiна (f. 5v), илюбви (f. 7r).
With the hand of the scribe of the main text three commentaries are 

written apart from the main text itself (Fig. 2, 4). They are contained in the 
outer margins in ff. 4v and 5v without guidelines. A much smaller size of 
letters is used for them in comparison with the main text. The x-height of 
lowercase letters is 1–1,5 mm. The width of narrow letters (е, с, о, i) is up 
to 1 мм, and for wide ones (ж, ѧ, ш, ѿ, ф) it fluctuates from 2 to 4 mm. 
The height of ascenders is up to 2 mm, and that of descenders is 3 mm. 
The line spacing, from the upper edge of the letter of one line to the low-
er edge of letters of another line, is 7 mm. The commentaries of this scribe 
are written in the same manner as in the Kyiv55 (Fig. 9) and Lviv parts56 of 
Apostolus Christinopolitanus.

The scribe of the commentaries

The margins of Kraków ff. 6r–7v contain extensive commentaries cov-
ering almost the entire free space of the upper, lower and outer parts of 
the sheets (Fig. 5–8). Their amount, the manner of positioning, and the 
hand of a scribe differ from the practices of the main scribe. The com-
mentaries of the second scribe exploit the whole space of margins, which 
embrace the main text from three sides. The text of the commentaries 

55 AT, ff. 2v, 4r, 7v, 8v; L.A. Gnatenko, op. cit., pp. 108, 111, 116, 120.
56 ChA, ff. 3v, 4r, 11r, 12r, 13r, 15r, 15v, 16v, 17r, 17v, 19r, 20v, 21v, 22r, 25r, 26r, 

35v, 39v, 77r, 81r, 82r, 82v, 83r.
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in these margins is written in a similar manner to that of the main scribe, 
but without guidelines. It is worth noting that the commentaries of the 
second scribe are absent from the Kyiv part of Apostolus Christinopolitanus, 
while the Lviv part contains them. They are identical to the Kraków folia 
in their handwriting and positioning (Fig. 5, 11).

The second scribe’s text of commentaries is written with small cal-
ligraphic early 12th-century Uncial with long loops in ascenders and 
descenders. The commentaries are written with light brown ink, like 
the main text. The writing is also two-yer (ъ, ь) and yus (ѧ), like the 
main text. The shape of letters is crisp and firmly proportional; it mostly 
has no inclination between line and quill, with soft pressure. 

The x-height of lowercase letters in the commentaries of the second 
hand of the Kraków folia is 1–2 mm, the width of narrow letters (е, с, о, 
i) is up to 1 mm, that of wide ones (ж, ѧ, ш, ѿ, ф) is 2–3 mm, ascenders 
rise up to 1–2 мм, and descenders go down to 1–3 mm. The line spacing, 
from the upper edge of the letter of one line to the lower edge of letters of 
another line, is 7 mm57.

The shape of letters has the same features as in the main text, but some 
letters are distinct. For example, the letter а has a very prominent long 
diagonal stroke, which exceeds the limits of the line height. The letter м 
has a rounded middle vertex which does not go downwards under the 
baseline and the vertical bar feet. These vertical bars are slightly inclined 
towards each other and the curved line is directly connected at the heads 
of the bars. The letter у is used in the text, with its ascenders drawn above 
the upper edge of the line. The letter ъ has a very long horizontal stroke, 
which almost completely overlaps the upper part of the preceding lette. 
The vertical bar of ѣ is placed much above the edge of the line, with its 
crossbar positioned above that upper edge. 

The letter а is used at the beginning of words, and after hard conso-
nants and sibilant fricatives: аще (f. 6r), въдовамъ (f. 6v), прилежащѧ 
(f. 7r). After softened consonants the letter ѧ is written: обрѣстисѧ (f. 6r), 
тѧгость (f. 6v), ихранѧще (f. 7r). The letter и – at the beginning of words, 
before vowels and after consonants: истиньнаѧ (f. 6v), воиньствуѧ (f. 7v), 
дьрзати (f. 7v). The letter о has a narrow shape after consonants: попове 
(f. 6r), единому (f. 6v), съкровище (f. 7v). The digraph ѹ and the letter у 
are written in every position in a word – in the beginning, after vow-
els, after consonants, and at the end of words: ѹчить (f. 6r), ипоѹчаѧ 
(f. 6v), мѹченикаже (f. 7v), ап(с)лѹ (f. 7r). Just like the main text of the 
Apostolus, the commentaries lack big yuses. According to Old Slavonic 

57 AK, ff. 6r–7v.
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combination of жд the letter ж is exclusively used: тружаемъ (f. 6r), 
понужаѧ (f. 7v). The iotated у is transcripted by ю: съвластию (f. 6r), 
осиротѣвъшю (f. 6r). The sound ф of foreign origin is written with the 
letters ф and ѳ: иосифоре (f. 7v), oнисифоръ (f. 7v), тимоѳѣеви (f. 6r, 
6v), нетимоѳѣи (f. 7r). Only the variant with ѿ exists in these commentar-
ies: ѿлучитеми (f. 6r), ѿжени (f. 7r). 

The commentaries in the margins of the Kraków ff. 6r–7r contain the 
same features as the main text of Apostolus Christinopolitanus. They are con-
nected with the reduced sounds ъ, ь. The letters ъ, ь are used to mark weak 
reduced sounds in root syllables: въсекое (f. 6r), исъхраниши (f. 7r), въз-
мага (f. 7v), естьствъмь (f. 6r), чл ҃вчьскыими (f. 6v), тьрпить (f. 7r). They 
are consistently used at the end of lines – епископъ (f. 6r), проклѧтамъ 
(f. 6v), къѹныимъ (f. 6v), ѹченьнъмь (f. 6v), ст҃ымь (f. 7r), възискамь 
(f. 7v). The combination of -ъл- is used in a strong position before a syl-
lable with a full voiced vowel: дължьнъ (f. 6r), довълѣеть (f. 7r). The 
variant with the archaic combinations of -ър-, -ьр- between consonants is 
also presented: дадързость (f. 6v), одържима (f. 7v) нъсъдързновениемь 
(f. 7v), тьрпить (f. 7r), дьрзати (f. 7v), тьрпѣние (f. 7v). I have noticed 
the use of endings -омь, -емь: потомь (f. 7r), ономь (f. 7r), еваг҃глиемь 
(f. 7r), нъсъдързновениемь (f. 7v). The letters ъ, ь are used to finalize 
words as the ending feature in the authentic Uncial scriptio continua: бу-
дущимъ (f. 6r), одв ҃ицѧхъ (f. 6v), oнисифоръ (f. 7v), вижь (f. 6r), дх ҃мь 
(f. 6r), срамь (f. 7v). A prominent feature of this hand is the exploitation of 
the ligatures ти: бесѣдовати (f. 6r), приближѧтисѧ (f. 7r), творити (f. 7v); 
ть: повелѣваеть (f. 6r), съдравьствують (f. 7r), наскакають (f. 7v) and тр: 
ѹстроение (f. 6r), трудишасѧ (f. 7r), пострадати (f. 7v). These features 
prove that the commentary text corresponds to the 12th cent.

The text of the commentaries contains contractions made with simple 
and letter titlos. The first type of contraction is characterized by drawing 
the titlo as a long straight stroke with almost indistinct corners that are di-
rected downwards, above the consonant letters in words: дх҃вьныи (f. 6r), 
б҃а сп҃сающаѧ (f. 6r), епск҃опу (f. 6r), прр҃чьство (f. 6r), г҃ь ис҃ѹ хс҃ъ (f. 7v), 
бжс҃твънаго (f. 7v), гл҃ше (f. 7v), опрв҃ди (f. 7v). The second type of con-
traction is present with the letter titlo, the „slovo-titlos” in two examples: 
ап(c)лѹ (f. 7r) і г(c)ь (f. 7r). In order to contract the name of the author of 
the commentaries the scribe contracted the word with a long-ascended 
letter, with two short unconnected inclined strokes from both sides of the 
ascended letter м: їку(м) (ff. 6r, 7v).

In a fashion similar to the scribe of the main text, the second scribe 
used dots to mark a pause in reading as well as its end: ѧко паче образъ 
дш҃евьнъ. инепредѣлъ бл҃гоживотьнъ. словъмь вѣща. въньгда гл҃ти. 
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ѧже требѣ ѹчителю. вижьже. ѧко требѣ ѹчителю ѹстроение имѣти 
слову: (f. 6r). He also defined the end of every commentary with co-
lons. These features are preserved in the Lviv part of Apostolus Christi-
nopolitanus. The second scribe used a fewer number of diacritics in com-
parison with the first. As I have observed, there are only two examples of 
circumflex use, in the words: еже (f. 7r) and иже (f. 7v).

Linguistic peculiarities of the fragments

The main text and commentaries placed on the Kraków folia were 
written in Church Slavonic language in its Old Ukrainian version, iden-
tical to the Kyiv and Lviv parts of Apostolus Christinopolitanus58. I dis-
covered 12 important linguistic features during an examination of the 
fragments. They are inherent to 12th-century manuscripts of the Old 
Ukrainian Church Slavonic variant. To define these features, I have used 
the corresponding criteria from O. Kolessa’s work, where the latter has 
asserted that the Kyiv and Lviv parts of Apostolus Christinopolitanus con-
tain 22 linguistic features which proves that the codex belongs to the Old 
Ukrainian tradition of Church Slavonic language59. 

One of these features of the Old Ukrainian tradition is the combinations of 
ьѥ, ья, which were used instead of common Church Slavonic иѥ, ия: абьѥ, 
ѹтѣшенья, иѿлюбодѣянья, ѿбратья, чл҃колюбья, опасеньѥ, осрамленьѥ 
and житьѥмь60 (Table 1). These signs of the Old Ukrainian tradition are 
contained in the texts in the Kyiv and Lviv parts of Apostolus Christinopoli-
tanus: ѹтѣшеньѥмь, видѣньѥ, наутрья, бесѹмнѣнья, абьѥ, обрѣзанья, 
видѣньѥ, покаяньѥ, ѹшью, въсья, псанья, съказанья, строѥньѥ61. An-
other linguistic feature is the existence of и or ы before the enclitic pro-
noun и instead of ь or ъ: иѹдавлѥнины и, покрыти и, ѹтѣшити и, 
живы и, сп҃сеши и, помазати и62 (Table 1). These linguistic features are 
also preserved in the two parts of Apostolus Christinopolitanus: наставити и, 
познахомы и, оклѥветаваюти и, послѥти и63. I have gathered other ex-
amples of linguistic features from the text of the Kraków folia also found 
in the Kyiv and Lviv parts of Apostolus Christinopolitanus in Table 1.

58 M.V. Geppener, M.P. Vìzir, J.V. Šubinsʹkij, op. cit., p. 22.
59 O. Kolessa, op. cit., pp. 24–26.
60 AK, 4r, 4v, 5r, 5v, 6r.
61 O. Kolessa, op. cit., p. 24.
62 AK, 5r, 5v, 6r, 6v, 7r.
63 O. Kolessa, op. cit., p. 24.
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The textological attribution of the fragments

The text of the Kraków parchment folia belongs to the New Testament 
part of the Bible. An examination of the text revealed that these are incom-
plete fragments of Act 13,5–20 (Fig. 1, 2), Act 15,29–16,4 (Fig. 3, 4), 1Tim 
4,8–5,4 (Fig. 5, 6), and also 2Tim 1,10–2,4 (Fig. 7, 8). This means that the 
discovered folia appear to be the part of the Apostolus (Acts and Epistles of 
the Apostles).

It is widely known that the Kyiv part of Apostolus Christinopolitanus be-
gins with a fragment of Act 9,2864 and concludes with Act 13,5: ибывъша 
въсалиминѣ. проповѣда слово бж҃ьѥ. въсънмїщихъ июдеискыхъ. 
иимѧста65 (Fig. 9; Table 2). The Kyiv manuscript ends with the same 
fragment of the text, which has its continuation in the Kraków f. 4r. The 
first Kraków f. 4r begins with that final part of Act 13,5 which the Kyiv 
part lacks: иѡана слѹгѹ. прошьдъшаже oстровъ допафа. oбрѣтоста 
нѣкого вълхва. лъжа пр(о)рка жидовина66 (Fig. 1; Table 2).

The text of the first Kraków sheet has an abrupt break on the verso 
side, in Act 13,20: иразорь семь языкъ въземли ханаoнстѣ. Въселилъя 
въземли ихъ. ипочеты67 (Fig. 2; Table 2) and it continues in the Lviv 
main part, which begins with the second half of Act 13,20: рьхъ сътъ лѣтъ 
ипѧтидесѧты дасть имъ сѹдия досамоила пр҃рка68 (Table 2).

Another Kraków sheet begins with the incomplete verse of Act 15,29: 
приязнинъ. иѿкръве. иѹдавлѥнины. иѿлюбодѣянья. ѿҥихъже себе 
съблюдающе добро сътворити имате. съдрави бѹдѣте69 (Fig. 3; Ta-
ble 2). The beginning of Act 15,29 is written in the Lviv part of Aposto-
lus Christinopolitanus: възложити вамъ тѧготы. развѣ сихъ нѹжьныхъ. 
ѹдалятисѧ ѿтрѣбъ не70 (Table 2).

The text of the second Kraków folium is finalized on its verso side 
with an incomplete verse of Act 16,4: вѣдѧхѹбо вси oц҃а ѥго яко еллинъ 
бѣ. Ѥгдаже прохожаста грады. прѣдаяше имъ71 (Fig. 5; Table 2). The 

64 A. Кочубинскій, Рецензія на книгу Г. Житецкаго „Очеркъ литературной 
исторіи малорусскаго нарѣчія”, St. Petersburg 1892, p. 13. [A. Kočubinskìj, Re-
cenzìâ na knigu G. Žiteckago „Očerkʺ literaturnoĭ istorìi malorusskago narěčìâ”, 
St. Petersburg 1892, p. 13].

65 AT, f. 8v.
66 AK, f. 4r.
67 AK, f. 4v.
68 ChA, f. 1r.
69 AK, f. 5r.
70 ChA, f. 6v.
71 AK, f. 5v.
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continuation of Act 16,4 is in the Lviv part: хранити ѹченья нареченая 
ѿап҃лъ. истарьць сѹщихъ въиер(c)лмѣ72 (Table 2).

The third Kraków sheet begins with an incomplete verse from 1Tim 
4,8: малѣ ѥсть пользно. абл ҃говѣрьствiѥ къвсѧкомѹ ѥсть пользьно. 
oбѣтованиѥ имѣя73 (Fig. 5; Table 2). The beginning of 1Tim 4,8 is kept 
at the end of a bookblock in the Lviv part of Apostolus Christinopolita-
nus: сквьрньныхъже истарьчскыхъ баснии ѿрицаисѧ. Проѹчаижесѧ 
въбл҃говѣрствiи. тѣлесьскоѥбо проѹчаниѥ. въ74 (Table 2).

The verso of the third Kraków folium concludes with the complete verse 
of 1Tim 5,4: чьсти родiтелѥмъ въздаяти. себо ѥсть добро иприятьно 
прѣдъ бм҃ь75 (Fig. 6; Table 2). The next verse, 1Tim 5,5, is preserved in the 

72 ChA, f. 11r.
73 AK, f. 6r.
74 ChA, f. 291v.
75 AK, f. 6v.
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Lviv part: аистая въдовица иѹѥдiҥе наѹпъваѥть наб҃а. ипрѣбываѥть 
въмл҃твахъ нощь идн҃ь. ивъмолѥниихъ76 (Table 2).

The fourth Kraków sheet begins with the second half of 2 Tim 1,10: 
шьшаго ѹбо съмьрть. просвѣтивъшагоже животъ. инеистьлѣниѥ 
єваггелиѥмь77 (Fig. 7; Table 2). The first half of verse 2 Tim 1,10 is con-
tained in the Lviv part of the codex: явльшесѧ нынѣ. просвѣщениѥмь 
сп҃сителя нашего i҃с хс҃а. раздрѹ78 (Table 2).

The verso of the fourth sheet concludes with an incomplete verse of 
2Tim 2,4: никтоже воинъ бывая oбѧзаѥтьсѧ кѹплями житиисками. 
давоѥводѣ годѣ79 (Fig. 8; Table 2). This fragment concludes the content 
of Apostolus Christinopolitanus.

Thereby the text of the Kraków folia appears to be fragments of Act 
13,5–20; Act 15,29–16,4; 1Tim 4,8–5,4 and 2Tim 1,10–2,4 from the 12th-
century Apostolus Christinopolitanus, which are absent from the two 
known parts of this manuscript. The Kraków folia, for now, are viewed 
as a continuation of the Kyiv part of Apostolus Christinopolitanus, while 
at the same time, they are the beginning and end of the Lviv main part 
of the codex. The discovery of the Kraków manuscript, its identifica-
tion and comparison with the Kyiv and Lviv parts have allowed for its 
position among those parts to be restored (Table 3). The folium 4r from 
PCL is placed after Kyiv f. 8v (AT) and before f. 1r (ChA) from Lviv; 
f. 5r (AK) – after f. 6v (ChA); f. 6r (AK) before 7r (ChA) and f. 7r (AK) af-
ter f. 10v (ChA) (Table 3).

The Kraków folia՚s text layout is completely identical to that of the 
Kyiv and Lviv parts of Apostolus Christinopolitanus (Fig. 1, 5, 9, 11). The 
text of the fragments corresponds to the style of content seen in Apos-
tolus Christinopolitanus, where text is arranged according to books, and 
according to chapters within books. The 12th-century text structure dif-
fers from the modern division into chapters and verses. For example, 
the fragment of current Act 13,5–12 corresponds to Act 19 according to 
the ancient division; correspondingly, Act 13,12–20 are Act 19–20; Act 
15,29–37 are Act 23; Act 15,37–45; Act 16:1–4 are Act 23–24; 1Tim 4,8–14 
are 1Tim 8–9; 1Tim 4,14–16, 1Tim 5,1–4 are 1Tim 9–11; 2Tim 1,10–15 
are 2Tim 1–2; 2Tim 1,16–18; 2Tim 2,1–4 are 2Tim 2. This ancient divi-
sion of the Kraków folia influenced the marking of its text parts, which 
I have divided into two variants. The first way of marking was to place 

76 ChA, f. 7r.
77 AK, f. 7r.
78 ChA, f. 10v.
79 AK, f. 7v.
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an index mark of the chapter into text, with cinnabar or brown ink, 
at the beginning of the corresponding chapter, above its initial word. 
Under that index mark, in the lower margin, the name of a chapter is 
written, with cinnabar or brown ink. The second way of marking was 
to place a chapter number in the outer margin with brown ink, and to 
write a chapter title, like in the previous example, under the text (index 
mark and chapter number, with cinnabar), and if two chapter beginnings 
occur on a single page, the title chapter of the first to appear is writ-
ten above the text, the second under it.

The chapter numbers and their titles in ff. 4v і 5v (Fig. 2, 4) are writ-
ten in a first way. At the beginning of the modern excerpt from Act 
13,16, before the words въставъже павьлъ ипоманѹвъ рѹкою рече. 
мѹжи изл҃итѣне. ибоящиисѧ б҃а послѹшаите, the scribe inserted the 
number к҃ [20] with a Cyrillic character. Under this very number in the 
lower margin he wrote к҃ павлѥ цвѣтноѥ въх҃а ѹченьѥ. ѿзаконаже 
ипорѧдѹ ѿпрр҃къ, which corresponds to the title of the corresponding 
chapter (Fig. 2). The same practice was recorded for f. 5v, where a cin-
nabar mark к҃д [24] occurred before Act 16,1, before the words донде-
же въниде въдервъ ивълустрѹ. исеѹченикъ нѣкыи бѣ тѹ. именьмь 
тимоѳеи. сн҃ъ жидовыия вѣрны. иѿoц҃аже еллiна and under the text, the 
title of the chapter appears as: к҃д. онаѹчении тимоѳеовѣ (Fig. 4). This 

Table 3.
Restoration of the content structure of Apostolus Christinopolitanus
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variant of text marking is inherent to the Kyiv80 and, to some extent, the 
Lviv81 part of Apostolus Christinopolitanus.

A second way of marking appears on ff. 6r–7r (Fig. 5–7). The scribe 
placed the number ѳ҃ [9] with brown ink ca. 20 mm to the left from the 
text, close to the words запрѣщаи сия иѹчи (1Tim 4,11). The cinna-
bar chapter title under the text corresponds with it: ѳ҃ oприлежании 
ѥго иoцр҃кви (Fig. 5). An identical number is found in the chapter list of 
1Tim in the Lviv part of Apostolus Christinopolitanus82. The incipit of the 
second chapter, в҃ oподобьнѣ подании, which corresponds to the initial 
words of 2Tim 1,15 – вѣстелисе яко ѿвратишасѧ ѿмене. иже въасии. 
ѿнихъже ѥсть фугелъ. иермогень is written according to the same prin-
ciple (Fig. 7). The same title also exists in the chapter list, but is somewhat 
extended: в҃ oподобьнѣ дании. бж҃ьѥмь ѹчениѥмь83. The described 
principles used in organizing and structuring the text of the Kraków frag-
ments corresponds fully to one of the Acts of the Apostles in the Lviv part 
of Apostolus Christinopolitanus84.

When two incipits on a single page are present, the scribe placed the 
title of the first chapter above the text i҃ oприключении, which concerns 
старцю несътвори пакости. нъѹтѣшаии акы oц҃а. ѹныя акы братью 
(1Tim 5,1). The second title is located under the text – i҃а oвъдови чьстѣ 
врѣмени, which is written up to the fragment of 1Tim 5,3 with an incipit 
въдовица чьти истиньныя. въдовица (Fig. 6). When two incipits exist 
on a single page, the chapter titles are written in the upper and lower mar-
gins in the Lviv part as well as in the Kraków folia85.

The Kraków folia՚s inherence to Apostolus Christinopolitanus is testified 
by the distinctive initial letters found in some verse incipits of Acts and 
Epistles of the Apostles. They are written with cinnabar without any pe-
culiar ornamentation. These letters have a modest size, just slightly big-
ger than lowercase letters. They are regularly written with their baseline 
slightly lowered in comparison with typical lowercase letters. Initials 
identical to those of the Kraków part of the codex are found in both the 
Kyiv86 and Lviv parts87. The Kraków folia has 12 of these initial letters: 

80 L.A. Gnatenko, op. cit., pp. 107, 112, 120.
81 ChA, ff. 3r, 4v.
82 ChA, f. 286v.
83 ChA, f. 9v.
84 ChA, ff. 49r, 105v–106r, 112r, 113v, 117r etc.
85 ChA, ff. 8r–8v, 126v, 201v, 234r, 235r, 236v etc.
86 AT, ff. 1r–2r, 3r–3v, 5r–5v, 6v, 7r, 8r.
87 ChA, ff. 1r–1v, 2v–5v, 49r, 66r, 89v.
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Б in the word: бы(c)же (f. 5v);
В in the words: въставъ (f. 4v), въселилъя (f. 4v), вѣрно (f. 6r), 

възмагаи (f. 7v);
Д in the word: дондеже (f. 5v);
Ѥ in the word: ѥгдаже (f. 5v);
О in the word: oтъвезъшежесѧ (f. 4v);
П in the words: противляшежесѧ (f. 4r), посланииже (f. 5r), 

Павьлъже (f. 5r); 
С in the word: саѹлъ (f. 4r).
Like the text of the Kyiv and Lviv parts of Apostolus Christinopolitanus, 

the text of the Kraków folia has markings of more recent times. S. Maslov 
has distinguished three different hands in the Kyiv part88. The Kraków 
text has identical marks written by three different persons. The mark-
ings of chapter explicits by contractions like конь(ц)89, к(o)90 and д(o)91 
are written with Uncial similar to the script of the main text scribe. The 
words въсре(д). є ҃. не(д), placed at the beginning of Act 13,13 above the 
line, which means that these should be read during a liturgy on Wednes-
day of the fifth week after Easter, are written in the same hand92. An-
other inscription appears before the beginning of Act 15,35: въ сѹ(б). є ҃. 
не(д)., which means that this excerpt is to be read on Saturday of the 
fifth week after Easter93. This person added a title to Act 16,1, and a title 
to the commentary прѣрѣканiѥ пауле къварнавѣ омарцѣ94 as well.

The Uncial script of the second hand differs slight in the script graphic 
features and in the colour of the cinnabar. By this scribe՚s hand, the nu-
merical marks in margins are placed with dark red ink: д҃. є҃, з҃. ѕ҃, а҃. лв ҃, в҃. 
кѕ҃, ѕ҃. кє҃., ѕ҃. кѕ҃.95. Index marks въсѹ(б). a҃ по(c). ст҃му ѳеодору are writ-
ten by the same hand. These inscriptions indicate the Saturday of the first 
week of Great Lent, the commemoration day of St. Theodor Thyron96. The 
inscription on f. 6r, opposite to 1Tim 4,9: вѣрно слово ивсѧкомѹ при-
ятию достоино, is made by the same hand. The incipit of the latter verse 
has a remark: иступi насе Ѷ (there is a cross, made of cinnabar dots, 

88 S.I. Maslovʺ, op. cit., pp. 239–240.
89 AK, ff. 4v, 5v–6v, 7v.
90 AK, ff. 4v, 5v–6v, 7v.
91 AK, f. 6r.
92 AK, f. 4v.
93 AK, f. 6r.
94 AK, f. 5v.
95 AK, ff. 4v, 5v–6v, 7v.
96 AK, f. 7v.
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exists in the centre of an izhitsa letter; Fig. 5), and the verso of the same 
sheet has the letter Ѷ written with a cross among the words of 1Tim 
4,16 хранисѧ иѹчениѥмь прилежи ихъ. Ѷ себо творѧи себе сп҃сеши. 
ипослѹшающая тебе97 (Fig. 6). 

The incipits (zachalos) of readings, end marks of text parts, and com-
mentary marks of the main text scribe are written in a third hand, with 
early Semi-Uncial script, dating back from the 16th century. All mark-
ings are written with light red cinnabar. A numbers of zachalos (incip-
its) is written in the margins near verses Act 15,35 – за(ч) л ҃з98, 1Tim 4,9 – 
За(ч) тѳ ҃i99, 1Tim 5,1 – За(ч) т ҃лк100, 2Tim 2,1 – За(ч) тк ҃ѕ101. The ends 
of excerpts chosen for everyday reading are marked with this hand. 
Thus, the end of Act 13,12 (Tuesday of the fifth week after Easter) is 
marked with the abbreviation вто(к)102, an explicit of Act 15,34 (Friday 
of the fifth week after Easter) – ко(ц) пѧ(к)103 and the last words of Act 
15,41 (Saturday of the fifth week after Easter) are marked with a con-
traction of the word „Saturday” – сѫ(б)104. The commentary on f. 4v is 
subscribed as то(л), i.e. an explanation under the number of the Lat-
in character „P”. 

It is worth noting that apart from the markings in the Apostolus main text, 
it has corrections from the time of the manuscript’s creation and from 
a later time (16th century). Three letters were corrected by the main text 
scribe, with their ink strokes being erased. In the beginning of line 18 
on f. 5v, two letters are erased before the word въсхотѣ. Traces of such 
a correction are present on lines 22 and 23 of f. 5v, in positions of the 
letters х, ж and а in прохожаста. I also counted as a 12th-century cor-
rection the superscription of мое between the words чадо and възмагаи, 
which, in my opinion, was added by the second scribe of the commentar-
ies (f. 7v). I have not identified any other 12th-century corrections in the 
Kraków folia. 

The last stage of the textological attribution of the revealed fragments was 
a description of the commentary layout. The commentaries of the main text 
scribe are written in the Kraków folia՚s outer margins in the same way 

 97 AK, f. 6v.
 98 AK, f. 5r.
 99 AK, f. 6r.
100 AK, f. 6v.
101 AK, f. 7v.
102 AK, f. 4v.
103 AK, f. 5r.
104 AK, f. 5v.
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they are in the Kyiv part and, in some cases, in the Lviv part of Apostolus 
Christinopolitanus. The commentaries are numbered with round Glagolitic 
numerals, a fairly archaic script type. The commentaries in the Kyiv and 
Lviv parts of the codex are also numbered in Glagoitsa105. These letters 
were intended to connect the proper fragment of text with a commentary. 
the explanation of Act 13,13–15 is marked by the Glagolitic character „Л” 
(„L”, Ljudie) where verse Act 13,15 ends, just above the last letter of the 
word иер(c)лмь106. Under the same letter, the commentary proper is writ-
ten in the margin. According to the same principle, the commentaries to Act 
13,19 are marked with a number ѳ107, and those to Act 15,37–40 – with a big 
iotated yus108. M. heppener has suggested that the fact that round iotated 
Glagolitic yuses are used in the Lviv part of the codex, while the main Cy-
rillic text lacks them, might show the scribe’s fluent use of this archaic type 
of Glagolitic script109. It is worth mentioning that none of the commentar-
ies in the Kraków fragments contains information about the author. The 
Kyiv and Lviv parts of Apostolus Christinopolitanus, among 32 commentar-
ies made by the main scribe, only two have their author mentioned. These 
two commentaries are contained in the Lviv part of the codex. The first 
one is subscribed as „оригеново” (ChA, 26r), which references Origen of 
Alexandria (с. 184–с. 253). Another one is subscribed as „максимово”110 
that is, that of Maximus the Confessor (с. 580–662). Despite a somewhat 
complicated understanding of these texts and their attribution, I have iden-
tified the author of the commentaries in excerpts of the Apostles Acts in the 
Kraków part. The first and the third commentaries belong to Theophylact 
of Ohrid (around 1055–after 1107) (Table 4). This commentary is an expla-
nation of Act 13,13–15111 (Fig. 2) and Act 15,37–40112 (Fig. 4). I think that the 
author of the third commentary was the scribe himself. This commentary 
concerns Act 13,1, and comprises a list of seven peoples who were extermi-
nated in Canaan: the Hittites, the Girgashites, the Amorites, the Canaanites, 
the Perizzites, the Hivites, and the Jebusites, „иже сѹть хеттеи. гергесей. 
амореи. хананей. ферезей. еуей. еусей”113 (Table 4).

105 M.V. Geppener, M.P. Vìzir, J.V. Šubinsʹkij, op. cit., pp. 23.
106 AK, f. 4v.
107 AK, f. 4v.
108 AK, f. 5v.
109 M.V. Geppener, M.P. Vìzir, J.V. Šubinsʹkij, op. cit., pp. 23.
110 ChA, f. 82v.
111 AК, f. 4v.
112 AK, f. 5v.
113 AK, f. 4v.
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Table 4.1
Commentaries to the text of Kraków folia
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The 49 commentaries on the other two Kraków sheets are writ-
ten by the hand of another person114 (Fig. 5–8; Table 4). Their place-
ment, style and the number of commentaries are completely distinct 
from the practices of the main scribe. These commentaries were not 
isolated like those of the main text scribe; they completely fill the free 
space in margins from three sides. The commentaries are numbered 
with Cyrillic and Greek (σ, π, ҁ) numerals according to the same prin-
ciple used in the commentaries on ff. 4v and 5v. It is worth noting the 
peculiarity of Cyrillic numerals from 11 to 19 inclusively115. In these 
numbers, digits, take their position after digits for tens, from i ҃а [11] to 
i ҃ѳ [19]. The scribe mentions an author only in two cases of 49116 (Fig. 5, 
8). This author was Oecumenius, a Bishop of Trikka (10th cent.). he 
is subscribed as їку(м) for excerpts of 1Tim 4,14 and 2Tim 1,18 (Ta-
ble 4). I have identified another 47 commentaries. Most of them belong 
to Oecumenius, a Bishop of Trikka, who wrote 26 explanations in total 
for excerpts of 1Tim 4,8–5,4, which are contained in the Kraków folia 
(Table 4). Theophylact of Ohrid wrote another 19 commentaries, which 
are to support 2Tim 1,11–2,1 (Table 4). There are three commentaries 
by John Chrysostom (c. 347–407). They give an interpretation of 2Tim 
2,2–3 (Table 4). The fourth author I managed to identify is Ephrem 
the Syrian (c. 306–373). his interpretations concern the verse of 2Tim 
1,10 (Table 4). These authors’ explanations of the Acts of the Apostles 

114 AK, ff. 6r–7v.
115 AK, ff. 6r, 7r.
116 AK, ff. 6r, 7v.

Table 4.2
Commentaries to the text of Kraków folia
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are present in the Lviv part of Apostolus Christinopolitanus – Oecumen-
ius, a Bishop of Trikka117, Theophylact of Ohrid118, John Chrysostom119, 
Ephrem the Syrian120.

History of the separation of the Kraków fragments

The results of the Kraków folia attribution have shown that they 
belong to the 12th-century Apostolus Christinopolitanus. There is no in-
formation in the scientific bibliography about the time, place, circum-
stances, reason and purpose for the separation of these four sheets 
from the main codex. It could be clearly stated, however, that three 
parts of the Apostolus composed a single codex in the 16th cent. I have 
come to this conclusion following an evaluation of corrections to the 
main text discovered in three parts of the manuscript. Paleographic 
parameters of this hand refer to the 16th cent. The corrections are iden-
tical in style, and clearly belong to the same person. The editing was 
meant to fix some letters, add some missing characters, syllables and 
words, and to strike out repeated words and expressions, and exces-
sive components.

To this end, in the Kraków part of the manuscript the letter ь replaced 
ѣ in the words: непрьстанеши (f. 4r) and ньколико (f. 5r). This type of 
correction also exists in the Kyiv part for the words: нькоѥго, иoппь, 
прьдъ121. The ь was changed to ѣ in the Lviv part of the Apostolus as well: 
проповьдати, избьгъша, въскрьшениѥ122. The letter ь was also corrected 
to ъ in the words: исьмышьцею (f. 4v), мьногъмь (f. 5r), сьхрани (f. 7r), 
and also ь replaced ъ at the end of words: съдравымь (f. 7r), словесьмь 
(f. 7r), ермогень (f. 7r). The same corrections exist in two other parts 
of Apostolus Christinopolitanus: петрь, кьнемѹ, людьмь123, немощнь, 
мьртвь, съшьдъшамь124.

Other corrections of the text include the striking out of excessive words 
with single or double horizontal strokes. The repeated use of възнесе is 

117 ChA, ff. 7v, 192v, 278v, 279v, 280v, 291r.
118 ChA, ff. 20v, 35v, 48v, 67v, 164v, 165r.
119 ChA, ff. 52r, 75v, 104r, 107v, 111r, 116v.
120 ChA, f. 65r.
121 АТ, ff. 1r, 4r.
122 ChA, ff. 11r, 12v, 14v.
123 АТ, ff. 1v, 2r.
124 ChA, ff. 3r, 4r, 11v.
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struck out in the Kraków f. 4v. According to the same principle, the ex-
pression якоже г҃ла was struck out in the Kyiv part125, and in the Lviv 
part, as well: вътъ часъ126. I have noticed that the Kraków folia have some 
letters added to words in several cases. For example, the letter ї is writ-
ten above the line just before ж in the word мѹжа and after т in the word 
брата (f. 4v). The word съдрави is augmented with the letter з before the 
letter д (f. 7r). I have also discovered corrections in the form of adding 
single syllables or words which were omitted or not provided by the text 
scribe in two remaining parts of Apostolus Christinopolitanus. For example, 
the word сылиша was augmented with the additional syllable ша, and 
нь placed above the letters с and н to complement the word плесници127, 
while мъ was placed at the end of the word июдѣѥ128. The Lviv part 
contains an example where the whole word стѹжающеми was added 
to precede въиер(c)лмѣ129.

I have dated back to the 16th cent. the outlines of th contours for sev-
eral initial letters in some words in lines 3 and 4 of the Kraków f. 4v. The 
letters were outlined with a slightly darker shade of brown ink than that 
found in the main text. The letters of commentaries on f. 4v and f. 5v 
are also outlined. Identically outlined letters in commentaries are pres-
ent in the Kyiv part of Apostolus Christinopolitanus130, and also in the Lviv 
main part131. The examined corrections to the main text and commentaries 
in three parts of the codex show that in the 16th cent. they were kept as 
an undivided single unit.

It was the Kyiv part of Apostolus Christinopolitanus that appears to have 
been separated first. A. Kolessa suggests that eight sheets of quire 5 were 
alienated along with the codex while being relocated from horodyshche 
to Khrystynopil Monastery in the 18th cent132. In the 19th century, these 
folia belonged to A. Bielowski, director of the Ossolinski National In-
stitute of Lviv. The manuscript was purchased from him by the histo-
rian A. Petruševič in the last third of the 19th cent., no later than 1874133. 

125 АТ, f. 5v.
126 ChA, f. 12r.
127 АТ, ff. 5r, 7r.
128 ChA, f. 23r.
129 ChA, f. 33v.
130 M.V. Geppener, M.P. Vìzir, J.V. Šubinsʹkij, op. cit., p. 22; L.A. Gnatenko, op. 

cit., pp. 50, 109, 114, 120.
131 ChA, ff. 15r, 17v, 19r, 20v, 26r.
132 O. Kolessa, op. cit., p. 16.
133 I.S. Svěncickìj, op. cit., p. 13.
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In the summer of 1874 the parchment folia were first described by the 
Imperial Novorussian University docent A. Kočubinskіj, who, like 
A. Petruševič, did not know at that moment that they belonged to Aposto-
lus Christinopolitanus, or that such a codex even existed. A description of 
the fragments was published in 1876 as a part of A. Kočubinskіj’s report 
about his studies in Slavonic languages and examination of manuscripts 
in the provinces of Austria–hungary, particularly in Lviv, in 1874–1875134. 
This first edition said that the fragments were discovered in the binding 
of a book. M. heppener, a researcher, doubted this version for, as he 
noted, these sheets composed a single undivided quire. Their surfaces 
lack traces of glue or any other kind of damage connected with their use 
as recycled material for binding135. In the summer of 1901, A. Petruševič 
donated these eight sheets of Apostolus Christinopolitanus, with the me-
diation of N. Daškevič, a professor from the St. Volodymyr Imperial Uni-
versity of Kyiv, to the University Library136. N. Daškevič announced this 
valuable donation by A. Petruševič at a meeting of the Kyiv University 
Council on September 19, 1901. It is described in the fourth paragraph of 
the meeting record that Prof. N. Daškevič gave a speech in front of the 
University Council members about the donation of manuscripts which 
resulted in the Council deciding to officially express its deep gratitude to 
A. Petruševič137. It is also known that A. Petruševič donated seven more 
manuscripts to the Library, dated from the 16–19 cent., namely Octoechus, 

134 А. Кочубинскій, Отчетъ о занятіяхъ славянскими нарѣчіями, командирован-
наго заграницу доцента Импер. Новорос. университета А. Кочубинскаго за время отъ 
1-го августа 1874 г. по 1-е февр. 1875 г., „Записки Императорскаго Новороссійскаго 
университета” 1876, vol. 18, pp. 194–195. [A. Kočubinskìj, Otčetʺ o zanâtìâhʺ slavân-
skimi narěčìâmi, komandirovannago zagranicu docenta Imper. Novoros. universite-
ta A. Kočubinskago za vremâ otʺ 1-go avgusta 1874 g. po 1-e fevr. 1875 g., Zapiski 
Imperatorskago Novorossìĭskago universiteta 1876, vol. 18, pp. 194–195].

135 M.V. Geppener, M.P. Vìzir, J.V. Šubinsʹkij, op. cit., p. 25.
136 Н. Дашкевичъ, Одинъ изъ памятниковъ религіозной полемики XVI вѣка 

(Посланіе прота Аѳонской горы 1534 года), „Чтенія въ историческомъ обществѣ 
Нестора Лѣтописца” 1901, no. 15(4), p. 179 [N. Daškevičʺ, Odinʺ izʺ pamâtnikovʺ 
religìoznoj polemiki XVI věka (Poslanìe prota Af̀onskoj gory 1534 goda), Čtenìâ vʺ 
istoričeskomʺ obŝestvě Nestora Lětopisca 1901, no. 15(4), p. 179]; С.И. Масловъ, 
Обзоръ рукописей библіотеки Императорскаго Университета Св. Владиміра, Kyiv 
1910, pp. 2, 9 [S.I. Maslovʺ, Obzorʺ rukopiseĭ biblìoteki Imperatorskago Universiteta 
Sv. vladimìra, Kyiv 1910, pp. 2, 9].

137 Протоколы засѣданій Совѣта Императорскаго Университета св. Владиміра за 
1901 годъ, „Университетскія извѣстія” 1902, no. 8, p. 39 [Protokoly zasědanìj Sověta 
Imperatorskago Universiteta sv. Vladimìra za 1901 godʺ, Universitetskìâ izvěstìâ 
1902, no. 8, p. 39].
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Tables, two Homilies Collections, Theophan Prokopovič’s Speech on 2Th 
4,13–14, The Book of Homilies, and the Gospels of Passion138. On October 24, 
1927, the fragments of Apostolus Christinopolitanus in the University man-
uscript collection were handed over to the holding of the All-People Li-
brary of Ukraine in Kyiv (now IM vLNU), where they continue to be 
held. 

The Lviv main part, that is the codex itself, became widely 
known in 1888, when it was brought from Lviv to the Archeological and 
Bibliographical Exposition of the Stauropegion Institute139. After this ex-
position was closed, the codex remained in the Museum of the Stau-
ropegion Institute collection, being referred to as No. 37140. The man-
uscript was taken to Rostov-na-Donu, Russia, during the First World 
War in 1915141. It returned to Lviv only in 1929, as its location was un-
known up until 1923142. During the Second World War, this Lviv part was 
kept by a Slavic studies scholar, Ilarion Svĕncyckіj. He handed over the 
codex to the Lviv Republican Museum of history (now hML) where it 
is still kept today143.

The Kraków part of Apostolus Christinopolitanus, was separated, ac-
cording to my observations, in the last third of the 19th cent. in Khrys-
tynopil or Lviv. I think that the separation of these four sheets was more 
of a planned heist than an accidental loss. The conclusion of the texto-
logical attribution of the fragments affirms that the text of the Kraków 
part begins with Act 13,5, and ends with 2Tim 2,4, ergo, they were the 
beginning and the end of the Lviv main part in the last third of the 19th 
century. That is why the first and the last Kraków sheets contain gray 
pencil inscriptions. Both of these inscriptions are written in Polish. The 
first one is placed in the upper margin above the text, „Początek”, which 
means „the beginning” or the first, at the moment, the leaf of the codex144. 
Another inscription was made by the same hand and pencil in the up-
per inner corner, „Koniec”, i.e. the final leaf of the book145. This marking 

138 S.I. Maslovʺ, op. cit., pp. 2, 11–12.
139 A.S. Petruševičʺ, op. cit., p. 4.
140 I.S. Svěncickìj, op. cit., p. 13.
141 Я.П. Запаско, Пам’ятки книжкового мистецтва. Українська рукописна кни-

га, Lviv 1995, p. 200. [Â.P. Zapasko, Pam’âtki knižkovogo mistectva. Ukraïnsʹka ruko-
pisna kniga, Lviv 1995, p. 200].

142 O. Kolessa, op. cit., p. 17; Â.P. Zapasko, op. cit., p. 200.
143 Â.P. Zapasko, op. cit., p. 200.
144 AK, f. 4r.
145 AK, f. 7v.
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indicates, in my opinion, the initial and final sheets of Apostolus Chris-
tinopolitanus in the last third of the 19th century. These marks on the 
manuscript’s incipit and explicit have the practical purpose of keeping 
the initial and final sheets in the right order, for the codex had no bind-
ing at that time146. Most likely, the first and the last quires were separated 
from a bookblock.

Similar inscriptions are found on the Lviv part of Apostolus Christi-
nopolitanus. They are identical in content, being written in Polish with 
a gray pencil, though with thinner strokes. The marking is placed on the 
sheets almost identically. The word „beginning”, which is spelled with 
a mistake, „Poczatek” instead of „Początek”, in the Kraków fragment, 
is found on the first sheet of the Lviv part as well. It is written closer to 
the inner side in the upper margin147. The word „Koniec” is also present, 
placed almost in the middle of the inner margin of f. 10v148. 

I believe that the inscriptions on the Lviv part of the codex were copied 
from the sheets which are currently named the Kraków part of Apostolus 
Christinopolitanus. This is explained by distinctions in the hands an the 
thickness of letter strokes, by their position, and the spelling mistake 
in the word „Początek”. I presume that a thief separated the initial and 
final sheets from quires 6 and 43, which contained the incipit and explicit 
markings of the book, and with the intention to hide their absence, he 
made inscriptions with a similar script, that is, at the beginning and end 
on the second sheet of quire 6, and on the seventh sheet of quire 43.

The Kraków folia most likely disappeared before the date of the Ar-
cheological and Bibliographical Exposition of the Stauropegion Institute 
held in Lviv between October 10, 1888 and January, 1889149. A. Petruševič 
wrote in the exhibition catalogue that Apostolus Christinopolitanus, which 
was taken from the Khrystynopil monastery, consisted of 291 parchment 
folia150. To make the codex complete, A. Petruševič didn’t count the 8 ff. 
that he donated to the Kyiv University Library in summer of 1901, or the 
four folia now kept in the PCL collection. The separation of the Kraków 

146 Г. Воскресенскій, Христинопольская рукопись славянскаго Апостола ХІІ 
в., изданная проф. Е. Калужняцкимъ на средства Вѣнской Императорской Ака-
деміи Наукъ (Вѣна, 1896), „Богословскій вѣстникъ” 1897, vol. 1(1), p. 200. 
[G. Voskresenskìj, Hristinopolʹskaâ rukopisʹ slavânskago Apostola ХІІ v., izdannaâ 
prof. E. Kalužnâckimʺ na sredstva Věnskoj Imperatorskoj Akademìi Naukʺ (Věna, 
1896), Bogoslovskìj věstnikʺ 1897, vol. 1(1), p. 200].

147 ChA, f. 1r.
148 ChA, f. 10v.
149 I. Szaraniewicz, op. cit., p. 1.
150 A.S. Petruševičʺ, op. cit., p. 4.
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part before 1888 is confirmed by the absence of A. Petruševič’s foliation, 
which exists in the Kyiv and Lviv parts of Apostolus Christinopolitanus151. 

It is hard to estimate the exact date when the discovered fragments of 
Apostolus Christinopolitanus arrived to the PCL collection, for this informa-
tion is absent in the catalogue from 2012152. There are no data for the source 
of its relocation to the library either, or whether it was a donation or a pur-
chase. It is known with certainty that in the summer of 1912 these frag-
ments had not yet come into the hands of v. Peretc, a Kyiv University 
professer who intended to describe little known and yet unknown Slav-
ic manuscripts in Kraków153. The scholar examined Cyrllic manuscripts 
in the libraries of the Jagellonian University and the Academy of Sciences, 
and in the Biblioteka Książąt Czartoryskich collection. According to his 
report, published in 1913, he did not find any fragments of Apostolus Chris-
tinopolitanus in the latter library154. however, we may safely assert that 
the Kraków part of Apostolus Christinopolitanus was held in PCL when its 
employee Barbara Żulińska (1931–2012) worked there. She transcribed the 
text and added it to the original in a handwritten form. It is possible that 
B. Żulińska made the first attribution of the fragments, titling them as Bible 
fragments (Act 13–15) and dating them to the 16th century.

Conclusions

The Kraków parchment folia from PCL (MS 11601) are previously unk-
nown parts of the 12th-century Apostolus Christinopolitanus from. 

The fragments are composed of four sheets. The main text is writ-
ten with light-brown ink, while chapter titles, index marks, and initial 
letters of some verses are made with red cinnabar, which corresponds to 
Apostolus Christinopolitanus. The attribution of the Kraków fragments by 
codicological parameters shows the similarities with other known parts 
(size is identical to that of the Kyiv part and differs by 3–9 mm from the 
Lviv main part; written on parchment of the same fine quality; Gregory՚s 
formula is identical to the Kyiv and Lviv parts; there are quires with 

151 AT, f. 8r; ChA, f. 291v.
152 J. Nowak, J. Pezda, op. cit., p. 6.
153 В.Н. Перетцъ, Отчетъ профессора В.Н. Перетца о занятіяхъ во время загра-

ничной командировки лѣтомъ 1912 года, „Университетскія извѣстія” 1913, no. 7, 
p. 1. [V.N. Peretcʺ, Otčetʺ professora V.N. Peretca o zanâtìâhʺ vo vremâ zagraničnoj 
komandirovki lětomʺ 1912 goda, Universitetskìâ izvěstìâ 1913, no. 7, p. 1].

154 v.N. Peretcʺ, op. cit., pp. 12–15.
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eight bifolios each, as with the Kyiv and Lviv parts). An examination of 
the manuscript condition showed that the Kraków folia share the same 
contamination and damage found in the Kyiv and Lviv sheets of the co-
dex, which proves that the three parts of the codex were kept togeth-
er for a long period of time.

The hand, ink and position of the reclamantes are the same in the Kyiv 
and Lviv parts of Apostolus Christinopolitanus. The first two of the Kraków 
folia are the beginning and end of the sixth quire of the full codex, and 
the two others begin and finish quire 43 of the Lviv part. 

An evaluation of the page ruling has shown that the three parts of 
Apostolus Christinopolitanus have pricking holes of a similar shape po-
sitioned in the outer margins for guidelines that mark a space for the 
text. The first two Kraków sheets belong to the Leroy 24D1 type, like the 
eight Kyiv sheets and the six chapters of the Lviv part – Act, Iac, 1Pt, 2Pt, 
1Io, 2Io. The two last Kraków folia, like the majority of the Lviv part of 
Apostolus Christinopolitanus, from the Foreword to 3Io to 2Tim, have a rul-
ing type similar to that of Leroy 46D1f.

The Kraków fragments՚ main text was written with early Uncial writing, 
which is identical to the Kyiv and Lviv parts. They were clearly written by 
the same person. The letters are average in size, they are written clearly 
and according to calligraphic standards, and within the line size. The size 
of letters and interlinear space are identical in all three parts. The writing 
is two-yer yus. The fragments՚ script graphics contain the same promi-
nent features that the two parts of Apostolus Christinopolitanus have. The 
orthography is also identical. The Kraków fragments՚ text is written in the 
same Old Ukrainian variant of Church Slavonic language as the Kyiv and 
Lviv parts are written in.

In 1923 A. Kolessa defined 22 linguistic signs in Kyiv and Lviv parts of 
in Old Ukrainian variant. 

There are 12 of them in the Kraków part. An important feature 
for identifying the fragments as part of Apostolus Christinopolitanus was 
the presence of two variants of commentaries, which were written by the 
main text hand and by another hand from the 12th century. The text has 
authentic punctuation with the use of dots, which is identical to that fo-
und in both parts of the manuscript, and has the same contraction system 
(simple and letter titlos) and diacritics (circumflex and oxeia). 

A textological attribution revealed that the Kraków folia main text 
belongs to the New Testament part of the Sacred Scriptures. The text is 
composed of incomplete excerpts from Act 13,5–20, Act 15,29–16,4; 1Tim 
4,8–5,4; 2Tim 1,10–2,4. The Kyiv and Lviv parts of Apostolus Christinopoli-
tanus lacked these very parts of the text. The Kyiv part concludes with 
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an incomplete excerpt from Act 13,5, while the final lines of the latter are 
present in Kraków f. 4r. The final part of Act 13,20 in Kraków f. 4v is placed 
on Lviv f. 1r. The Lviv part of Act 15,29 has its final words on Kraków 
f. 5r, and the Kraków part of Act 16,4 comes to an end in Lviv f. 11r. 
The Kraków part of 1Tim 4,8 has its explicit in the Kraków f. 6r in the 
same way as the Lviv part of 2Tim 1,10 does so in regatrd to Kraków 
f. 7r. The two initial sheets contain commentaries that were written by 
the main text scribe, as well as commentaries in the Kyiv part and a con-
siderable number of the Lviv sheets. There is another hand present in the 
Kraków ff. 6–7, which also appears in the Lviv part. These commentar-
ies are contemporary to the 12th century. They are placed in the upper, 
lower and outer margins of four pages, like those found in the rest of 
Apostolus Christinopolitanus. The authors of these 49 commentaries are 
Oecumenius a Bishop of Trikka, Theophylact of Ohrid, John Chrysostom 
and Ephrem the Syrian. These authors’ commentaries are partly present 
in the Kyiv part, and also in the Lviv main part of the codex. 

All the three parts of Apostolus Christinopolitanus were kept togeth-
er from the time of its creation in the 12th century up until the end of 
the 16th century at least. The Kyiv part was separated when the codex 
was relocated in the 18th century. The Kraków part was separated before 
A. Petruševič made a foliation and the catalogue of the Lviv Staurope-
gion Institute Exhibition of 1888 was published. The investigated folia 
was held in Prince Czartoryski’s Collection from the mid- to late 20th 
century. Before this research, they were only identified as a fragment of 
the Bible from the 16th century.
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STANISŁAW WOŁOSZCZENKO

Niedawno odkryte fragmenty 
Apostoła Krystynopolskiego z XII wieku

Streszczenie. Jednym z ważnych średniowiecznych rękopisów cyrylickich pocho-
dzących z Rusi Kijowskiej jest Apostoł Krystynopolski – kodeks z XII wieku, obecnie 
przechowywany w dwóch częściach, w niepełnej postaci, w Kijowie (Instytut Rę-
kopisów Biblioteki Narodowej Ukrainy im. W.I. Wernadskiego od 1927 roku) i we 
Lwowie (Muzeum Historyczne we Lwowie od 1948 roku). W artykule zbadano czte-
ry pergaminowe karty z Krakowa (Biblioteka Książąt Czartoryskich, Polska), odkry-
te w lipcu 2020 roku. Badanie cech paleograficznych, ortograficznych, językowych 
i tekstologicznych wykazało, że są one zaginionym wcześniej fragmentem Apostoła 
Krystynopolskiego (fragmenty Act 13,5–20, 15,29–16,4, 1Tim 4,8–5,4 i 2Tim 1,10–2,4). 
Krakowskie karty stanowią kontynuację części kijowskiej oraz początek i koniec 
części lwowskiej kodeksu. Część krakowska została oderwana przed 1888 rokiem, 
w którym kodeks był zaprezentowany publiczności na wystawie Instytutu Stauro-
pigiańskiego we Lwowie, a także odnotowany i opisany w katalogu przez Antonija 
Petruszewicza. Artykuł zawiera kompletną fotokopię odkrytych fragmentów.

Słowa kluczowe: Apostoł Krystynopolski, Dzieje Apostolskie, Listy Apostolskie, kody-
kologia, Ruś Kijowska, Muzeum Narodowe w Krakowie.

Tekst wpłynął do Redakcji 19 marca 2022 roku.
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